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A biosphere shaped by humans

Anthropocene

Scale, Speed, Inter-connections

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9f/KatrinaNewOrleansFlooded.jpg


Willeit et al., Science Advances 2019

Results of model simulations: Observations shown in black, model results in colour. 

We have never exceeded 2 C in the last Three Million Years
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http://www.columbia.edu/



1.Direct Impacts

2.Cascading feedbacks

3.Global systemic risks



1.Direct Impacts



2nd warmest year on record in Germany (DWD)

Temperature Anomaly Precepitation Anomaly

Average temperature in 2020 about 2,2 °C above international reference period 1961 - 1990.





2020 – A record setting year

• 2020 (a La Niña year) Hottest year on record together with 2016 (an El Niño
year)

• The wild 2020 Atlantic hurricane season
• Record-high atmospheric carbon dioxide levels despite record emissions drop
• An apocalyptic wildfire season
• Super Typhoon Goni: Strongest landfalling tropical cyclone on record
• Hottest reliably measured temperature: 130°F in Death Valley
• Most expensive 2020 disaster: Flooding in China causes $32 billion in damage
• Near-record low Arctic sea ice
• U.S. withdrawal from Paris Climate Accord and election of Joe Biden
• A near-record number of global billion-dollar weather disasters

Source: yaleclimateconnections.org
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2. Cascading feedbacks



Stability landscape showing the pathway of the Earth System out of the Holocene

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, accepted
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Ice loss due to warming leads to warming due to ice loss: a vicious circle 

Fig. 1 Regional warming due to feedbacks Fig. 2 GMT increase through 
disappearance of cryosphere elements



The ice sheet’s

temperature sensitivity is 1.3 

metres of sea-level equivalent 

per degree of warming up

to 2 degrees above pre-industrial 

levels, almost doubling to 2.4 

metres per degree of

warming between 2 and 6 

degrees and increasing to about 

10 metres per degree of

warming between 6 and 9 

degrees

@2◦C global warming, West 
Antarctica committed to long-
term partial collapse owing to 
marine ice-sheet instability



Safeguarding 
Irrecoverable Carbon 
in Earth‘s Ecosystems



Larger part of Amazon rainforest at risk of tipping 



Deforestation threshold ≈40% Temperature threshold ΔT≈4°C

Amazon rainforest thresholds

Lewis et al 2010, Nature



Deforestation 20-25%? ΔT=?   

Amazon rainforest thresholds
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3. Global Systemic Risks



Locust outbreak in East Africa, 2020 



A Perfect Storm in East Africa?

• A “Triple Menace”: Covid-19, 
Locusts And Heavy Rains
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2020/jan/24/billions-of-locusts-swarm-through-kenya-in-
pictures





Climate Change Impacts Already Pose Risks to Peace and 
Security
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Fragility

Climate exposure and fragility risks



Heating our climate damages our economies –
study reveals greater costs than expected 

Losses in Gross Regional Product (GRP) in 2099 under a 
business-as-usual warming scenario (RCP-8.5). 

Kalkuhl & Wenz 2020, 
Journal of Environ. Economics and Management
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Climate Change triggers migration – particularly in 
middle-income and agricultural countries 

Predicted environmental migration worldwide measured in 
standard deviation changes in migration.

Environmental hazards affect populations worldwide and can drive migration under specific conditions. Changes in
temperature levels, increased rainfall variability, and rapid-onset disasters, such as tropical storms, are important -
environmental migration is most pronounced in middle-income and agricultural countries but weaker in low-income
countries, where populations often lack resources needed for migration.



These Risks Emerge in Interaction with 
Other Pressures and Contextual Factors  

• Local resource competition (e.g. land and water)
• Livelihood insecurity, human mobility, and 

engagement in illegal coping mechanisms
• Extreme food price spikes and food insecurity
• Extreme weather events 
• Poorly designed (climate and security) policies
• Weak or failing governance



Climate Crisis

Ecosystem CrisisHealth Crisis





Zoonotic Virus diseases on the rise

WWF Global Science. Beyond Boundaries: Insights into emerging zoonotic diseases, nature, and human well-being. (2020)

Majority (70%) 
of emerging 
infectuous 
diseases are 
zoonoses, and 
essentially all 
Pandemics



Bar-On et al., PNAS, 2018; Guardian graphic, 21 May 2018



Trend of Mass extinction continues 

The population sizes of mammals, birds, fish, 

amphibians and reptiles have seen an 

alarming average drop of 68% since 1970







Heating our climate damages our economies –
study reveals greater costs than expected 

Losses in Gross Regional Product (GRP) in 2099 under a 
business-as-usual warming scenario (RCP-8.5). 

Kalkuhl & Wenz 2020, 
Journal of Environ. Economics and Management
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Climate Change triggers migration – particularly in 
middle-income and agricultural countries 

Predicted environmental migration worldwide measured in 
standard deviation changes in migration.

Environmental hazards affect populations worldwide and can drive migration under specific conditions. Changes in
temperature levels, increased rainfall variability, and rapid-onset disasters, such as tropical storms, are important -
environmental migration is most pronounced in middle-income and agricultural countries but weaker in low-income
countries, where populations often lack resources needed for migration.



A Safe Operating Space for Humanity 



Thank You!


